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Report of the Alumni Historian, 2006 
 
Submitted to the officers of the DELTA CHI ASSOCIATION, INC., and to the representatives of 
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON FRATERNITY AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY, INC., present at the 
Annual Business Meeting to be convened on 10 June 2006 at the Deke House, 13 South Avenue, Ithaca 
NY 14850. 
 
1. Scope.  The Alumni Historian conducts activities aimed at recording the history of the Delta Chi 
Chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon Fraternity and preserving the chapter's documentary and architectural 
artifacts. 
 
2. Fiscal Year 2005-06 Activities.  Efforts to support the organization during the past year are summa-
rized below. 
 
•  The principal activity during the past year has been the conversion of previously issued 
studies into electronic forms (Microsoft® Word and Adobe® Acrobat) suitable for addition 
to the chapter website, http://www.dke-cornell.org/.  One document, The ∆Χ of ∆ΚΕ 
History, 1870 to 1930, is currently accessible online. Appendix A lists other documents and 
special studies that have been converted and are ready for posting. 
 
•  A fortuitous contact with Mr. Dickson H. Spencer, Staunton VA, a descendant of Brother 
Clifton Beckwith Brown ’00, led to the acquisition of a new photographic image of Brown 
before he reached Cornell and to the discovery of Brown’s grave in Lake View Cemetery on 
Euclid Avenue in Cleveland. Our investigation will continue to determine the particulars of 
how Brown was disinterred from his battlefield resting place in Cuba and returned to the 
United States.  
 
      •  Two new Special Studies were composed and readied for web site posting:  
 
#09 John DeWitt Warner ’72; and 
#10 ∆ΚΕ Poems and Songs. 
 
•  In April 2006, the Alumni Historian visited the Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center, 
Fremont OH, to view the grave of Brother Webb Cook Hayes ’76 and to inspect the 
Congressional Medal of Honor won by that officer for valor in the Philippine Islands during 
the Spanish American War. Transcripts of correspondence associated with Hayes’ exploit 
were prepared and subsequently checked for accuracy by the Center’s curatorial staff.  
 
            
 
Photos courtesy of Manuscripts Division, Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center and 
Michael Reed, The Cemetery Project, http://www.thecemeteryproject.com/
 
•  An old project, researching the Greek mottoes of the Nineteenth Century ∆KE chapters, last 
worked on in 1992, was revisited and partially completed. The original intent of this work 
was to make an informed guess regarding the meaning of the covert ∆X motto by finding a 
pattern in the overt mottos of our fellow chapters. To this end mottos from thirty-five 
chapters have been collected. Of  these, fifteen include digital images of the chapter arms. 
For example, consider the motto of the Epsilon chapter at Williams College, Williamstown 
MA, chartered on 25 March 1855 as the ninth fraternity on campus, but inactive since 1961 
when the college banned all fraternities. The motto is Έν κήρ Mία Όδός (One heart, one 
journey), checked by examining the chapter arms reprinted on a pamphlet held by the college 
library. The scroll from the arms appears below. 
 
 
 
  2 During the course of this work it was noted that the new artwork for the ∆ΚΕ Fraternity 
Arms misspells the word Kηρόθεv. See the scroll depicted below.  
 
 
 
 
Examples of digital images (∆KE arms and ΦΓ arms) obtained for this project follow. 
 
       
 
 
3. Fiscal Year 2006-07 Plans.  Work is scheduled along the following lines: 
 
•  Referring to Appendix A, Special Studies #08 and #13 to #16 should be brought to 
completion. 
 
•  The following documents should be converted to forms suitable for posting on the chapter 
web site. 
 
o  Catalogs of Photography and Artifacts in the Cornell University Libraries; and  
o  Chronology of the Delta Chi Chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon at Cornell University 
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(the Nineteenth Century and the Twentieth Century, First Half). 
 
•  A study or short  research note devoted to the military exploits of Brother Webb Cook Hayes 
’76 is planned. 
 
Prepared on Sunday, May 22, 2006. 
 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
 
H. William Fogle, Jr. 
Alumni Historian, ∆X of ∆KE 
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Appendix A:  Recommended Web Page Plan for http://www.dke-cornell.org/
 
Bold black items are finished and ready for posting; bold red items are pending. 
 
 
 
The ∆Χ of ∆ΚΕ History Project: Scope and Highlights 
The objectives for research, preservation and dissemination are discussed with mention of the 
project’s principle accomplishments. 
 
∆Χ of ∆ΚΕ History, 1870 to 1930 
The story of the chapter’s founding and development during the first sixty years. 
 DX  Narrative.pdf     642  KB 11/25/2005  86  p. 
  
The Cornell Deke House: A History of the 1893 Lodge 
A study of the design, funding, erection and significance of the lodge as conveyed in the 
petition to list the building on the National Register of Historic Places. 
DX  Lodge.pdf      5,701  KB  11/26/2005  48  p. 
 
 
∆Χ of ∆ΚΕ Special Studies 
 
  #01 Pledging in 1967  
The form and substance of the Delta Chi Chapter Pledge Program as it was conducted in the 
late nineteen-sixties. 
  #01  Pledging  1967.pdf   110  KB 01/02/2006  7  p. 
 
#02 Delta Chi Chapter Cookbook, 1963-1987 
A description of Deke House cookery as it was practiced during the post World War II 
period and particularly during the days when Mrs. Florence Lansdowne ruled the Deke 
House kitchen.  
  #02 DX Cookbook.pdf      183 KB  01/02/2006  10 p. 
 
#03 Deke House Terms and Expressions, 1966-1970   
A tabulation of terms and expressions that have been used within the Delta Chi chapter of 
Delta Kappa Epsilon at Cornell University at various times in the recent and distant past. 
  #03 Overt Glossary.pdf      225 KB  01/02/2006  13 p. 
 
#04 The Roosevelt Spruce Trees 
The stories of Clifton Beckwith Brown ’00 at the Battle of San Juan Hill and the subsequent 
dedication of the Norway spruce trees as a memorial to the fallen soldier. 
  #04 Roosevelt Spruce Trees.pdf     1,296 KB  01/02/2006  7 p.  
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#05 Memorial Stained Glass Windows 
Descriptions and origins of the eight opalescent stained glass windows. 
  #05  Memorial  Windows.pdf    1,092  KB  01/02/2006  17  p. 
 
#06 Chapter Coat of Arms and Motto 
Studies of Fraternity heraldry and the overt motto of the Delta Chi Chapter. 
  #06 Chapter Arms and Motto.pdf    2,012 KB  01/02/2006  24 p.  
 
#07 Artifacts, Furnishings and Memorials 
A tabulation of artifacts, furnishings and memorials connected with the Delta Chi chapter of 
Delta Kappa Epsilon. 
  #07  Artifacts.pdf     1,482  KB  01/02/2006  22  p. 
 
#08 Overt Mottos of the ∆ΚΕ Fraternity and Chapters 
The known mottos of the Fraternity and the early chapters. 
  #08  DKE  Chapter  Mottos    1,125   04/06/2006  32  p. 
 
#09 John DeWitt Warner ‘72 
Historical notes on the Chapter’s most important founding member. 
    #09 John DeWitt Warner.pdf     227 KB  01/02/2006  10 p. 
 
#10 ∆ΚΕ Poems and Songs 
Two historically significant poems and a selection of popular ∆ΚΕ song lyrics. 
  #10 Poems & Songs.pdf      376 KB  01/02/2006  25 p. 
 
#11 Architectural Drawings and Sketches of the Lodge 
William Henry Miller’s original drawings, subsequent floor plans and artistic renderings of 
the Cornell Deke House. 
  #11 Drawings & Sketches.pdf    1,523 KB  01/02/2006  11 p. 
  
#12 ∆Χ Registry of Distinguished Members 
Delta Chi Dekes who have won notice and acclaim in war and peace.   
#12 VIP Registry.pdf       162 KB  01/05/2006  6 p. 
 
#13 Law and Order in the Cornell Deke House 
The evolution of constitutional order, house rules and chapter discipline at 13 South Avenue. 
  #13 Law & Order.pdf       280 KB  05/15/2006  27 p. 
 
#14 ∆X Chapter Articles of Governance 
  #14 DX/DKE Governance.pdf 
 
#15 ∆X Association Articles of Governance 
A transcript of the Delta Chi Association Incorporation Certificate, the current Bylaws 
ratified in 1999 and a previous undated Constitution.   
#15 DX Association Governance.pdf   5,164 KB  01/17/2006  15 p.  
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#16 ∆X Refectory Chimes 
  #16 Refectory Chimes.pdf 
 
 
Catalogs of Photography and Artifacts in the Cornell University Libraries 
Catalogs #1 to #6, inclusive, listing materials held in the DKE Depository (Collection 37-4-1535), 
Cornell University Libraries, Department of Rare and Manuscript Collections. 
 
Chronology of the Delta Chi Chapter of Delta Kappa Epsilon at Cornell University 
 
The Nineteenth Century 
 
The Twentieth Century, First Half  
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